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If I had to choose a favourite 
season in the Craft Creations maga-
zine year, then the autumn issue
would always win hands down
because I love the warm and festive
atmosphere created by the prepara-
tion for Christmas. This year I think
the magazine excels itself, partly
because of the many lovely designs,
but also with the additional excite-
ment of the Millennium approaching.
We therefore make no apology for
the large number of projects devoted
to these celebrations and hope that
most of you will enjoy creating at
least one them.

We have some new Christmas
découpage papers, two cute nativity
scenes and four other Christmas
designs in a stunning silk painted
‘stained glass’ effect. For those of
you who feel as unhappy as Brenda
Wyatt did about the wasted scraps
as a result of découpage, take a look
at her article ‘Picture Scraps’ which
makes good use of many left over
pieces for gift tag cards. The other
regular favourite, cross-stitch, is
available in delicate Christmas pat-
terns in ‘Merry Christmas’ and
‘Sampler Tree’. ‘Christmas Rose’ is a
silk embroidery and looks beautiful
in the square shaped card. Other
wonderful Christmas cards using
mainly paper, collage or painting
techniques can be found in ‘Figgy

Pudding’, ‘Gilded Scrolls’, ‘Paper
Trees’, ‘Festive Spiders’, ‘Layered
Trees’, ‘Christmas Holly’ and ‘Bead
Snowflakes’. The one I thought the
most ingenious was ‘Paper Angel’.
When I read through the materials
required by designer Veronica
Anglesea and saw an 18 pronged
metal onion holder I had to do a
double take - how brilliant!

Our range of products stocked 
at Craft Creations is ever increasing
and many are used with great imagi-
nation and flair in the New Year card
selection, particularly the shiny holo-
graphic papers, sequins, stickers,
glitter glues, deckle edged scissors
and transparent PVC. Take a look 
at ‘Bubbly New Year’, ‘Shaky New
Year’, ‘Maa-llennium’, ‘Personal
Messages’ and ‘Celebrate 2000’. We
have recently produced some cards
and backgound papers specifically
for the Millennium - but don’t delay
in obtaining these as demand has
been high!

The second part of ‘Shadow
Alphabet’ is also in this issue, and
for those who prefer to avoid the
‘red, white, green and sparkle
theme’ take a look at ‘Autumn
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Collage’ and ‘Little Owl’. If you can
think as far as next year, ‘Poppy
Fields’ and some further spring
flower découpage papers are also
available.

My husband works as a doctor 
in a London Hospital and because 
he will need to be on emergency call
over the Millennium, we decided to
stay in the Capital, particularly as
our boys are of an age now to be
able to appreciate the significance of
the celebration. Sadly, many people
have used the excuse of this incredi-
ble event to abuse the potential 
to make money out of people by 
charging extortionate prices, as we
are finding out! Don’t get caught
with your greetings cards though -
start making them now. I’m sure
you’ll be able to produce beautiful
mementoes that will be treasured
and become a part of history!

As Trisha Craig in ‘Designer
Profile’ quite rightly says - there 
just aren’t enough hours in the day!

Jane Chiodini.



Paper Trees
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By Anita Light
These cards are simple to make and look

really stylish. I have used darker coloured
card mounts to make the lettering stand 
out and different backgrounds to achieve
different effects against the trees.

Materials Required:
Green handmade or mulberry paper.
Foil or coloured kraft paper scrap.
Corrugated card 6cm x 14cm.
Rub down transfers.
Small paintbrush.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U Deep Red.

To Make The Card:
To help you position the words correctly,

place the corrugated card on the card front

and mark it’s position lightly with a pencil, remove
the card. Position the words along the long edge 
on the open side of the card. I have used rub down
transfers for the lettering on my cards but there are
lots of different ways to add words, you could try 
peel off stickers, rubber stamping or calligraphy.

Once the lettering is complete glue the corrugated
card into the position previously marked. Cut the pot
from foil or coloured kraft paper and glue onto the
corrugated card.

The Christmas tree in the main picture is ripped
from a piece of my own hand-made paper. This was
recycled from bits of green paper with some green
card and small pieces of green felt which gave it the
mottled effect. Hand-made paper is readily available
in the shops if you prefer to buy it. In the design to
the left I have replaced the hand-made paper with
mulberry paper with gold streaks running through it.



Personal Messages
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By Pam Goodwin
These cards are so simple to make and

readily adapt to suit many occasions. The
combination of sparkly and sequin fabrics
contrasting with black or vivid coloured card
gives them a bright, ‘arty’, modern look.

Materials Required:
Multi-coloured paper 7cm square.
Fine Gold fabric 4cm square.
Gold net fabric 3cm x 4cm.
Purple sequin fabric 6cm square.
Peel off stickers: Numbers.
Gold ink or paint.
Double sided tape.
P.V.A. or Copydex adhesive.
Card mount: DEC4U Black.

To Make The Card:
There are lots of multi-coloured papers

available to buy, these come in dayglo colours
and
bright or
pastel shades, all you need 
to do is add a touch of gold
ink or paint to give it some
sparkle. I have used my own
hand inked and coloured
paper for these two designs.

Begin the fabric collage
with the square of fine gold
fabric. Cut a square from 
one corner of the sequin 
fabric leaving an ‘L’ shape
remaining. Lay the ‘L’ shape
onto the card mount with 

the gold fabric showing through
the cut-out. Place the gold net
over both of these offset a little
towards the lower left, stick or
stitch the pieces together and
glue onto the mount.

Cut a spiral from the multi-
coloured paper, this should be
approximately 5cm in diameter.
Glue the swirl onto the fabric
design and add the peel off
sticker to finish.

OVERLAP

COLLAGE BASE LAYERS

FINE 
GOLD 
FABRIC

SEQUIN FABRIC

GOLD 
NET

Above: I have used the same 
technique in a slightly different
way using more subtle colours 
to create an alternative design.
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Below and centre: Black and 
silver work really well as a
‘cool’ combination, portrayed 
so well in these two designs. I
love the monochromatic look.

Right: Banish the blues with 
this great get well card in vivid
Vanguard Tangerine combined
with purple sequin fabric and
hand painted paper. 

Using the same basic method and varying 
the colours, fabrics and textures you will be 
able to create lots of stunning designs and the
cards shown to the right and below illustrate 
this point.

Many of the cards featured on these two
pages have backgrounds of hand painted paper
using the method outlined in my article ‘A
Galaxy Of Stars’ in the Craft Creations Magazine
Issue 11 (Autumn 1998).

These cards have a very
hand-made look so ordinary
handwriting looks fine, add a
couple of artistic squiggles or
punctuation.
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Pens and markers
can be obtained from
most good art, craft
and stationery shops.

Use pale coloured
pens on dark cards.
Gold and silver pens
will work well on
almost any colour
card and can add 
that extra sparkle to
an otherwise plain
coloured mount.

If your handwrit-
ing is really untidy
why not try typing 
a message on the
computer using a
‘hand written’ type
font in a lightish grey.
Print it onto the card
in the correct place
and write over it in
black, gold, silver 
or whatever colour
suits the design and
card mount.



Bead Snowflakes
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By A.V. Wall

Materials Required:
Dark Blue card 9cm x 14cm.
Pearl seed beads: 1 x 4mm and 7 x 3mm.
Pack of 2mm Pearl seed beads.
Pack of 5mm Silver tubes.
Fine darning needle.
Sharp pencil and tracing paper.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP07G White/Silver.

To Make The Card:
Trace the snowflakes and single beads from

the diagram below. Position the tracing centrally
onto the blue card, use masking tape to hold it in
place, use the fine needle to lightly prick through

the tracing and card, pricking the centre of each
seed bead and at each end of the tubes to mark
their position.

When each bead and tube has been pricked
remove the tracing and with a pencil lightly
draw in the six tube lines radiating from the 
centre and the six single tubes between the dots.

Position the blue card in the aperture, glue
into place and glue the card closed. The easiest
method of transferring glue to the beads and
tubes is to dip the end of the darning needle 
or a cocktail stick into the glue and apply 
with this.

Start with the centre bead of the largest
snowflake, continue with the six beads around
this, then the first six tubes radiating out. Next
place the beads close to the centre bead between
the spokes. Continue working outwards from 
the centre until complete. Work the smaller
snowflakes and finish with the loose beads.

2mm 3mm 5mm 2mm (Side Down) 5mm Tube

KEY

Actual Size



Christmas Rose
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By Janet 
Collis-Smith

Materials Required:
Cream or White silk satin 
fabric 15cm x 15cm.
White 7mm wide silk ribbon.
Chenille needle.
DMC Perle threads: Yellow, 
Red and Pale Green.
Silk paints: Moss Green and 
Bronze Green.
Embroidery hoop.
8 Small Gold beads.
Thin Gold thread.
Masking tape.
40cm length of Gold braid. 
2oz Wadding 10cm x 10cm.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: 
AP52U Deep Green.

To Make The Card:
Prepare the background silk by stretching it 

in an embroidery hoop or over an empty (well
washed) margarine tub and secure with a rubber
band. Paint the silk using moss green and leave
to dry.

Cut the ribbon into manageable lengths before
threading into the chenille needle. Always work

the larger pieces first in ribbon designs then the
smaller elements will fit into place and the
design will grow easily.

Start with the large
flower petals working
in ribbon stitch.

Bring the ribbon up
near the centre, don’t
knot the loose end of
the ribbon behind the
fabric just leave a short
‘tail’. Make a straight stitch but before taking the
ribbon back through the fabric, turn it back on
itself, pierce the ribbon and the fabric and pull
through, keep the stitch loose. As you go on to
the next stitch take the needle through the ‘tail’
near the fabric to secure it.

Repeat to make the seven petals in a circle,
allow them to vary in size as this makes for a
more realistic effect.

RIBBON STITCH

FABRIC

PETAL

LARGE FLOWER
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The two lower
flowers are turning
away from you so
simply make each
petal with a loose
straight stitch. Work
the back petals first
then the front ones partially covering them by
overlapping the stitches at the base of each
flower. The remaining flower is turned com-
pletely away, work the top petal first, then the
centre and finally the lower one.

Continuing in the white ribbon work the
leaves using a loose straight stitch for each, I 
find it works best to just fill them in wherever
seems appropriate as you go along.

Now to paint the leaves, use a small paint-
brush and a weak wash of bronze green silk
paint, just touch the edge of each leaf with the
brush. Then with a stronger paint wash touch 
the base of each leaf, the two washes will merge
leaving a two-tone effect. Take care to touch the
ribbon lightly so that none of the paint goes 
onto the background fabric, leave to dry.

Finish off the embroidery in perle threads, or
use three strands of standard embroidery thread.

Complete the large flower by making a ring 
of french knots in pale green for the centre, fill
the ring with yellow french knots. Continuing 
in yellow work a straight stitch from the base of
each petal to about a third of the way up.

The two lower flowers also need stamens 
in yellow, fasten on at the back of the work and
bring the needle through at the base of the
flower, gently pushing the front petals slightly 
to one side as you stitch. Work three straight
stitches for each flower bringing the needle up
very close to the first stitch each time so that 
they radiate out.

Work between the flowers with straight 
stitches in green and small clusters of french

knots in red. Stitch the beads into place with a
single stitch in thin gold thread.

To complete the card cut the fabric to fit
behind the aperture with 1cm extra all round 
and place face upwards on the work surface. 
Run a line of glue round the aperture on the 
back of the card, hold the card above the
embroidery, making sure it does not touch. 
When it is positioned correctly lower it onto 
the embroidery and press firmly to stick. Flip 
the whole thing over and secure the edges of 
the fabric to the card with masking tape.

Cut the wadding to fit into the aperture and
glue the card closed in the usual way. Once the
card is folded press firmly all round the aperture
with your fingers to make sure it sticks down
well, this will enhance the padded effect.

Lay the gold braid around the aperture and
cut to the exact length required allowing a slight
overlap. Glue into place using P.V.A. adhesive.

I hope that if you enjoy making this card 
you will go on and experiment with other 
flowers, because I think that with a little silk
paint, or even the odd felt pen, any flower can 
be represented in silk ribbon.

LOOSE STRAIGHT STITCH

STEP 2

SIDE FACING FLOWERS

STEP 1



Gilded Scrolls
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By Jill Hepburn
Try something different in quilling 

by creating a dramatic design using
black paper brushed with gold.

Materials Required:
17 strips of 2mm Black quilling paper.
Quilling tool.
Small tin of Gold enamel paint.
Small paintbrush.
Paper motif: MOT07.
Shiny Gold card 13cm x 18cm.
Masking Tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP01G Red/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Place the gold card centrally onto the

flap behind the aperture, you will need
to remove it later so hold it in place with
a little masking tape. Fold the card but
do not glue shut.

Using the black quilling paper make
the various quilled components and
assemble as described below.

Loose Coil:
Make 1. Wind a 1⁄2

length paper round 
the tool and allow this
to drop onto the table,
where it will loosen.
Glue the end of the
paper to the coil.

Tight Coil:
Make 5. Using half 

a strip of paper wind
tightly round the tool,
stick the end before
removing the coil from
the tool so that the coil
stays tight.

Tear Drops:
Make 20. Using a 1⁄2

length make a loose
coil as before, pinch
one side of the coil to
form a tear drop
shape as shown.

Leaves:
Make 5. Using a 1⁄2

length make a loose coil
as before and glue the
end. Pinch one end
quite firmly to flatten
and bend into shape 
as shown.
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Scrolls:
Using a half length

fold and curl the ends
as shown. Make anoth-
er using a 1⁄3 length.

Glue the open coil
into the centre of the
gold card. Arrange and
glue five tear drops,
points outwards, even-
ly round the coil. Glue
five tight coils between
the tear drops.

Add five more tear
drops butting onto the
tight coils between the
previous five tear
drops.

For the outer ring glue the remaining ten 
tear drops into the gaps between the points of
the ones already in position. Glue the leaves 
onto the card as shown. Glue the larger scroll
onto the card, place the smaller scroll inside the
larger one and glue into position.

Carefully remove the design from the aperture
card. Then working on a soft surface such as a
folded tea towel, make the background more
interesting by making dots around the design
with the point of a small knitting needle.

Finally to give a lovely antique look to the
quilling carefully brush just the very top surface
of the design with gold enamel paint and leave
to dry. Position the work in the aperture and glue
into place. Glue the card closed and add the
paper motif on the front.

Above: A variation using a cruciform design
made with holly leaves, small scrolls and tight
coils. This design has a red background which I
have dotted all over.

Left: This card is virtually the same as the
main design but each piece is worked a little
tighter so that the finished work will fit into a
small sized aperture card. I have also changed
the scrolls at the bottom of the design to fit 
and painted the flowers and leaves onto the 
card mount.



Layered Trees
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By Georgina Russell

Materials Required:
3 pieces of thin White card 9cm x 12cm.
1 piece of thin White card 11cm x 17cm.
Peach Mulberry paper 11cm x 17cm.
Merry Christmas sticker.
Star sticker.
Tracing paper and pencil.
Pearl glitter glue.
Gold thread.
Craft knife and cutting mat.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP38G Dark Blue/Gold.

To Make The Card:
I have backed the mulberry paper

with white card to prevent the blue of
the card mount from degrading the
peach colour. Run a line of glue around
the edge of the 11 x 17cm white card 
taking care to keep the glue well away
from the centre as it will show through
the aperture. Press the mulberry paper
onto the white card and wait for the 
glue to dry. Glue the back of the card
mount around the aperture and stick 
the mulberry paper into the card, glue
the card closed.

Using a ruler to keep the lines straight,
score and fold the remaining three pieces of
white card lengthways down the centre.

Trace the largest half Christmas tree
shape onto tracing paper, turn the tracing
over and place over one piece of folded
white card. Keeping the dotted line against
the fold retrace over the lines to transfer the
tree to the white card. With the card still
folded cut the tree out making sure you cut
away all of the pencil lines. Repeat this for
the middle sized and smallest tree shapes.

Decorate the trees with ‘baubles’ made
from glitter glue dots. Once the glitter glue 

�

TRACING PAPER
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has dried assemble the tree. Run a thin
line of glue along the inside of fold line
on the largest tree, place the middle
sized tree onto this, put a line of glue
along the inside fold of the middle piece
and glue the smallest tree onto this. 

Wait until the glue has dried then, to
give the tree a more three dimensional
appearance gently bend each layer
inwards slightly beginning with the
smallest one. Decorate with garlands 
of gold thread - secure the threads at 
the back of the layer with a dab of glue
to keep them out of sight.

Run a line of glue along the centre
line at the back of the assembled tree
and press onto the mulberry paper in
the card aperture.

Add the gold star to the top of the
aperture and the gold Merry Christmas
greeting to the card.

I like the design in the blue card,
however you can use the colour of your

choice. I have made this one in green as it is a more
‘Christmassy’ colour but have introduced other colours
into the layers to brighten it up.

I have left the mulberry paper without backing to let
the darker green of the card show through as I think it
works well in this case.

The Christmas tree is decorated entirely with peel off
stickers and a sequin angel on the top. To finish it off
nicely I have simply added a pale green bow to the pot 
to match the colour in outer layer of the tree itself.

To position the peel off wording without distorting 
it can be tricky. Try placing the tip of a craft knife blade
just under the top centre of the words, the stickiness 
will keep it balanced there. Manoeuvre the knife above
the card until the words are just where you want them.
Lower the knife so that the words touch the card and
press into place sliding the knife out.

Actual Size



Bubbly New Year
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By Erica Evans

Materials Required:
Pale Blue Parch Marque card 15 x 20cm.
Transparent PVC 15cm x 20cm: PEN01.
Small piece of Matt Gold tissue paper.
Small piece of Black card.
Starburst holographic paper: HOL06.
Deckle edged scissors, ripple.
Outliner: Black and Silver.
Glass paints: Green and White.
White opaque marker.
Black permanent marker.
Cork tile or coaster.
Tracing paper and a pencil.
Sharp craft knife.
Double sided Photomount.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF01U White.

To Make The Card:
Cut the blue card using the deckled

scissors to fit neatly onto the front of the
card mount leaving approximately 5mm showing
all round, glue into place.

Place the transparent PVC over the diagram
and use the black outliner to trace the outline 
of the bottle and round the rim. Continuing in
black trace the bubbles including the happy, 
new and year words in three bubbles and the 2,
and three 0’s in another four bubbles. Don’t 
trace the labels.

When the outliner is dry paint the bottle in
green. Allow the green to dry and add the high-
lights to the neck and rim in white. Paint a small
white highlight onto each bubble and leave to
dry again.

Peel one backing sheet from the photomount
and stick it onto the back of the painted PVC.
Cut out the bottle and all the bubbles. Peel the
second backing sheet from one of the bubbles

and positioning it so that it is centrally over a
starburst stick it onto the holographic paper, 
cut round the bubble again. Do the same with 
the rest of the bubbles cutting each one out as
you go.

Slightly scrunch some gold tissue paper, 
place over the bottle and press gently with your
finger where the outliner is raised to mark the
shape, cut out and tear top. Position on bottle
making sure the bottom edge will end behind 
the millennium label, glue into place.

Trace the millennium label including the 
word and lines unless you want to do them 
freehand. Place the tracing face down on the
black card and re-trace the lines to transfer 
them. Using the white marker go over the lines
and word, cut out the label and glue it onto 
the bottle.
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Trace the quarter circle label and transfer to
gold tissue in the same way, use black outliner to
highlight the curved edge and for the 2000, motif
and lines, glue onto the bottle. 

Peel the second backing sheet from the bottle
and position onto the card, trim the outer edges
if necessary.

Make a template from the diagram of the
cork, mark onto the tile or coaster and cut out
with a sharp knife. Add a couple of letters and

lines with the black marker to make it look 
real. Glue the cork onto the top right hand 
corner of the card keeping the angle the same 
as the bottle.

Using silver outliner draw the ‘fizz’ lines
coming out of the bottle.

Position the happy, new and year bubbles
onto the card and glue into place. Add the 2, 0,
0 and 0 bubbles to the lower right. Place the 
others randomly around the card to finish.

Actual Size



Sampler Tree
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By Margaret Robinson
Stitched on 14 count White Aida using 2

strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for the
backstitch. This design fits an AP38G card.

Stitch Count: width 45 x depth 70.

ANCHOR                              DMC  MADEIRA

     -  46        Red                       666             0210
     -  297      Yellow                  726             0113
     -  211       Green                   700             1303
     -  255      Apple Green       704             1308

This card has
been stitched
using Anchor
thread. Using
Madeira or
DMC threads
may give a
slightly differ-
ent, although
equally pleas-
ing, finished
result. 



Paper Angel
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By Veronica Anglesea

Materials Required:
3mm Gold edged White quilling paper.
3mm Gold quilling paper.
18 Prong metal onion holder.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP08G Dark Blue/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Use gold paper for the halo and gold edged

white for everything else. The diagram below
shows the onion holder and the prong numbers.

To begin each
piece, wind the
paper round the
bottom prong and
bring it up the 
side of the holder
nearest to you (the
side nearest to 
you is the wrong
side except when
working the cape).

Wind forward
over the prong
number given in 
the chart below for
the piece you are
making, go down
the front of the
holder, round the bottom prong and back up to
the prong below the one you last used. As you
work, overlap each loop at the bottom and glue
the strip to the previous fold on the wrong side
at the overlap, this will hold the loops in position
when you remove them from the onion holder.

Work down the onion holder using each
prong until you have the specified number of

18
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loops for the piece you are making. You will need
to join the quilling paper to make some of the
components as it is not long enough, always join
on the wrong side so that the join does not show.

The chart gives the length of paper you will
need for each piece, the prong number to begin
folding on and how many loops to fold, use this
to make the looped pieces following the method
outlined.

Using a 75mm length of paper make a loose
coil, pinch one end to make the hand. Make 
the head from 150 mm of paper, glue the coils
towards one side so they form an eccentric circle.

Make the halo from 150 mm of gold paper
rolled tightly around your little finger or a pencil,
glue the end and squash slightly to shape.

Position all the pieces onto the card, place 
the wings pointing towards the top left and and
the skirt pointing towards the lower left corner 
of the aperture and glue into place.

Skirt          750mm        Prong 15        8 Loops
Wing         600mm        Prong 12      10 Loops
Sleeve       300mm        Prong 7          6 Loops
Cape          350mm        Prong 10        6 Loops

1
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Maa-llennium
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By Jean Wilson
I have given instructions for the card as I 

have made it but the design lends itself to some
adaptation to suit the materials and colours you
may have available.

Materials Required:
Fine felt tipped pens in the following colours:
Black, Blue, Purple, Green and Dayglo Orange.
Medium felt tipped pen in Black.
Acrylic paint: Pale Green, Brown and White.
White Card 7cm x 10cm.
Green Parch Marque card 15cm x 18cm.
Tracing paper A5 and lead pencil.
Gold glitter glue.
Scalloped edge scissors.
1 Sticky fixer.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF01U Parch Marque White.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram 

of the small sheep, gate and grass, trace all the 
outlines in a soft lead pencil. Place this tracing
face down onto the green parch card lining it up
squarely and retrace the lines thus transferring
the images to the card.

Use a black felt tipped pen to go over all the
outlines and using the photo as a guide add 
the grain to the wooden gate. 

Colour in the blades of grass with dark green
pen and then colour wash around the sheep with
pale green paint again using the photo to guide
you if necessary, allow the edges to be ‘natural’
rather than neat and sharp.

Paint the gate over the grain markings using
brown paint. Colour in the tops of the gate posts
and sheep’s ears and feet with the black pen and
add the date to each sheep. Use a little white
paint to highlight the sheep’s bodies as shown 
in the diagram and colour each head.

Trace the large sheep with the 2000 and trans-
fer as before onto white card. Trace over the lines
with the black pen. Fill in the legs and feet with
the black pen taking care to leave a small white
line between the legs as shown. Colour in the
2000 with blue pen.

Glitter glue the sheep’s body and tail taking
care to avoid the head, face and 2000.

Actual Size
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Trace the wording and transfer to the card
mount taking care to align it properly. Go over
the pencil lines in black then add a row of blue
dots approx. 2mm from the black lines. Add the
fireworks using glitter glue and coloured pens. 

Using the scalloped scissors cut the green
background shaping it around the drawings to fit
onto the card mount and curving it round below
the Maa-llennium wording. I have outlined the

shape in the diagram, you could faintly mark 
this onto the card and cut along the line rubbing
the remaining pencil marks off afterwards or, cut
freehand around your card. Glue into position 
on the face of the card.

Cut out the large sheep right up to the line
leaving no background showing around the edge
and sticky fix into place. Add the ‘jump’ marks
with a black pen.

Actual Size



Figgy Pudding
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By Yvonne Hartnell

Materials Required:
Gold card 8cm square.
Red card 6cm square.
Brown card 5cm square.
Holly and berry sequins.
White liquid appliqué.
Felt tipped pens: Red, Black and Brown.
Scissors and deckle edge scissors.
Heat gun.
Tracing paper and a pencil.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card mount: SF04G Black 
Happy Christmas.

To Make The Card:
Trace the diagram below, turn the

tracing face down and place over the
brown card, re-trace over the lines to
transfer the image to the card. If you
prefer you could draw the pudding
using anything roughly the right size to
draw round, I used an eggcup. Draw a

wavy line half way down the circle where the
‘cream’ will go.

Cut out the circle from the brown card. Fill
the top half of the circle with liquid appliqué 
following the wavy line and making sure you
don’t leave any gaps. Leave this to dry overnight.

Once the appliqué is dry heat with the gun
until it puffs up to give the 3D texture. Dot the
fruit onto the pudding using the three coloured
felt tipped pens.

Using the deckle edge scissors cut the gold
card to about 7cm square and glue to the front of
the card mount below the wording. Glue the red
card centrally onto the gold and the pudding
onto the centre of the red.

Add a couple of holly leaves and a berry onto
the top of the pudding to finish.

Actual Size



Celebrate 2000
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By Louise McSweeney
Layers look really effective especially when

using mixed textures. Make something similar
with whatever you can get, add texture using a
ribbler or corrugated card, don’t be stingy with
the sparkle and your card is sure to be a success.

Materials Required:
Purple ribbled card 2cm x 10cm.
Metallic Blue ribbled card 4cm x 10cm.
Smooth Silver card 4.5cm x 13.5cm.
Millennium paper 11cm x 19.5cm.
Peel off sticker 2000.
Glitter glue: Silver, Blue and Lilac.
Sequin stars.
2 sticky fixers.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Card mount: SF01U Pale Cream.

To Make The Card:
I have designed the millennium background

paper on my computer and printed it out. Give it
a go yourself, vary the typeface and style to find
something you like. If you don’t have a computer
there are more and more products becoming
available for the event and you will be able to

find something suitable, rubber stamps, peel off
stickers etc. 

Cut the background sheet to the size given
above and glue it centrally onto the card mount.

Sticky fix the silver at an angle
across the background. Glue the rib-
bled blue at an angle across the silver
and then the purple upright onto this.

Now for the fun part! Add the stars
- multicolour for the background paper
and card mount, then purple on the 
silver and silver on the blue.

Peel off and stick the silver 2000
numbers onto the ribbled purple and
then get busy with the glitter glue. Run
a line of silver around the background
sheet and at the join between each
layer. Blue dots on the purple and 
silver layer then dots of all three
colours wherever you fancy on the 
millennium background.



Poppy Fields
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By Jane Sheridan

Materials Required:
White or Cream silk Dupion fabric 13cm square.
Cold water soluble fabric 13cm square.
4” Embroidery hoop.
Water colour paints: Blue, Green and Yellow.
Embroidery threads: Light, Medium and Dark
Green, Straw, Poppy Red and Black.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP12U Hammer Cream.

To Make The Card:
Put the silk fabric into the embroidery hoop 

to keep it flat. Wet the silk and paint the top half
pale blue making sure it is wide enough for the
edges to fit behind the aperture, allow to dry, a
hairdryer will
speed up the
process if you
can’t wait to 
get on. 

Wet the bot-
tom half of the
fabric and paint
it green, adding
a few horizon-
tal lines of
green and blue
whilst still wet.
This allows the
paint to run
and the colours to spread into
each other, leave to dry. 

Remove the fabric from the
hoop and iron to ‘set’ the paint
following the instructions for
the make of paints you have
chosen to use. 

Lightly mark onto the fabric,
in pencil, an oblong slightly
larger than the aperture size
ensuring that the horizon
between the sky and grass is a
little above the centre. Place the

fabric back into the hoop and you are ready 
to stitch.

Use 1 strand of cotton throughout unless
instructed otherwise. Work the grass seed heads
first by the following method. M   ake a lazy daisy
stitch pointing at an angle towards the bottom 

of the picture. Below this stitch 1,
2 or 3 fly stitches keeping their
angle the same as the lazy daisy
stitch. When working the last fly
stitch take the anchoring thread
in a long stitch to the bottom of
the picture.

Starting with the darkest
green and using each green in
turn, stitch a range of grass
heads at various levels - some
above and some below the level
of the horizon and varying the
angle and direction of each stalk.
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All the stalks should end
below the level of the pencil
line marking the bottom 
of the picture. Stitch a few
more random grasses in the
straw coloured thread, with
just one or two fly stitches
behind, to rep-
resent corn.

Add a few
poppy flowers,
make tiny
french knots 
in one strand 
of red cotton
between the
stems of grass
towards the
horizon, and
just a few larger
ones in two or
three strands.
The largest
background
poppies are
made from 3 or
4 french knots
worked close
together in
three strands 
of cotton with 
a black three
strand french
knot between
them for the
flower centre.

Press the fin-
ished embroidery and mount into the card in the
usual way, padding slightly if desired. Glue the
card closed.

Place the water soluble fabric into the hoop.
Using two strands of red cotton stitch groups of
lazy daisy flowers running the thread through
the stitches at the back of the work in order 
to hold the flower together when the fabric is
washed away. Working each flower in a criss-
cross pattern will help with this, see diagram. In
the centre of each flower stitch 1, 2 or 3 french
knots in two or three strands, again stitching a
couple of small stitches into the flower will help
hold it together. Stitch 2 or 3 green lazy daisy
stitches into some of the flowers as leaves
anchoring as before. You will need 10-12 flowers
made in this way.

Cut out each flower
or flower group and
dissolve the fabric
according to the ins-
tructions on the packet.
Use a pin to pull the
flowers into shape
whilst still wet and
allow to dry naturally
on a flat surface.

Once dry arrange them on the foreground 
of the design and on the card front to give the
impression of a mass of poppies in the fore-
ground. Glue them into position using clear glue.

Using Cold Water Soluble Fabric:
If you find the fabric tears easily try using a 
double layer in the hoop.
Use the finest needle possible to avoid making a
big hole.
Once the fabric has dissolved place briefly on 
a clean tea towel to absorb the excess water, 
then dry on an aluminium foil plate - I find 
the flowers stick to pottery plates and can be 
difficult to remove.
Keep the fabric well away from your cup of tea!

BOTTOM
OF 

PICTURE

1

2

3

4

5
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Little Owl
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By Penny Richardson

Materials Required:
Dark Blue felt 9cm x 7cm.
Small pieces of felt: Mid Grey, Yellow, Green,
White and Brown.
Sewing thread: White, Dark Grey and Green.
Thin White card 10cm square.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP14G Dark Blue.

To Make The Card:
Make templates from the diagrams below and

use these to make the three shapes from the felt.
Make the branch from green felt, yellow for the
moon and grey for the owl.

Fold the card mount and place the blue felt
inside so that it shows through the aperture, do
not fix into position yet. Arrange the pieces on
the felt keeping just inside the aperture boundary
with the branch. Tack into place with a couple of
stitches in the centre or with just a dab of glue.

I have used a sewing machine to stitch the
pieces but you could stitch by hand if you 
prefer. Sew right round the branch using straight
stitch then unevenly zig-zag along the branch
tops. I have adjusted the tension to allow the
white bobbin thread to show, this
creates the illusion of moonlight
on the branch.

Sew a spiral on the moon in white thread.
Using dark grey thread and starting at the bot-
tom, sew around the owl emphasising the ears,
when about half way down the other side work 
a couple of rows of zig-zag stitches to create the

feathers then continue in
straight stitch to the bot-
tom. Work two short rows
onto the branch for the feet.

Cut a small triangle in
brown for the beak and 2
small white circles for the
eyes. Put them in position
on the design, hold in 
place with a dab of glue 
if necessary.

Using grey thread stitch
a straight line across the
top of the beak, continuing
in grey, stitch a line straight
across both eyes. Mount
into the card in the usual
way.Actual Size



Picture Scraps
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By Brenda Wyatt
I love making 3D decoupage cards

but was not so happy with the piles 
of picture scraps that are wasted.
Sometimes these are just odd leaves or
backgrounds but I have found that you
can make these up into very attractive
little cards or gift tags.

All of these samples are mounted
into AP19 or AP20 cards which are gift
tag size, they are very simple and 
quick to make and I get a real sense 
of satisfaction creating a card from 
what is essentially waste.

For each proper card made you will
often get two or three complete spare back-
grounds, some of these will include interesting
bits of picture details and, as these scraps cards
are so small this is often enough to make a com-
plete card. If more layers are required simply
save the scraps from 2 or 3 of the real size cards.

Above: This delightful little street scene is cut from the
Mary, Joseph and Donkey sheet using three layers.

Below: Holly leaves and berries are from the robin on
pot sheet and the four layers used are gleaned from 
two main pictures.

Left: The Christmas
trees are cut from the
Santa with Presents
sheet. The foreground
hills are cut from a
spare piece of back-
ground and placed to
cover the bow and rib-
bon not needed in this
picture.

Below right: My sweet
little badger is the
background one from
the main sheet. I have
used three layers on
the badger and just one
layer on the rocks and
fern leaf.

Right: This
rose just peeps
over the aper-
ture and shows
how parts that
are quite close
to others can 
still be useful
with a little
judicious 
cropping.



Autumn Collage
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By Denise Albury
Although I have given instructions to

make the card as it appears here, some
materials may not be readily available,
such as my hand made paper, the leaf 
trinket or the button. Don’t be put off by
this, substitute as necessary with anything
that looks good with the other materials.

Materials Required:
Rubber Stamps from - The Stamp
Connection: L1018 Large Maple Leaf,
G1019 Medium Solid Maple Leaf, D952
Solid Maple Leaf and D520 Maple Leaf,
and from - The Bijoux Collection: G7078
Ash Leaf and E7077 Vine Leaf.
Pigment ink pads: Coral, Apricot,
Eggplant, Brown, Grey and Copper.
Copper embossing powder.
White card 160mm x 270mm.
Paper: White 150mm x 200mm 
and Cream 150mm x 150mm.
2 Sticky fixer pads.
Craft knife and ruler.
Craft sponge and heat gun.
Scrap of Maroon hand-made paper.
Maple leaf charm, small amounts of Copper
braid, Copper ‘angel hair ’ and a Maroon 
button.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Card mount: AP48U Dark Cream.

To Make The Card:
Start by making the background to go inside

the aperture. Place the white card onto a piece of
clean scrap paper, dab the craft sponge onto the
embossing ink pads and randomly smear and
dab the inks directly onto the white card. Start
with the lighter colours and progress to the 
darker colours, set aside to dry overnight.

Stamp and emboss the large maple leaf in the
top right hand corner of the background card,
stamp and emboss a medium solid maple leaf

towards the lower left
of the card. Stamp
and emboss the out-
line leaves randomly
on the remainder of
the card allowing
them to tumble off 
the edge of the back-
ground paper as
shown. The dotted
lines are for guidance
later when cutting up
the background.

Stamp the medium
solid maple leaf onto
the centre of the white paper. Using the craft
knife cut round the stamped leaf, take care not 
to spoil the white paper surround when cutting
as this will be the stencil.
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Open out the
card mount and
place it on some
clean scrap paper,
place the stencil
on the card front.
Very lightly
sponge copper
and brown pig-
ments through it
to make the leaf
shape on the card.
Dabbing the
sponge onto scrap
paper after inking and before dabbing the card
will keep the colours muted for a soft effect.
Place the stencil randomly around the aperture
and repeat allowing some of the leaves to go
over the edges of the card and aperture.

Tear a scrap 
of maroon hand-
made paper, place
and glue this just
covering the top
left of the aperture
and surround,
once the glue has
dried turn the
card over and use
a knife and ruler
to carefully trim
the paper to the
edge of the aper-
ture, leaving just 
a thin corner on
the surround.

Cut a rectangle
from the top right
of the background
to fit into the
aperture as shown
by the dotted
lines. Use a craft
knife to cut round
just the end of the
large maple leaf
stalk. Glue the
background into
place keeping the
end of the stalk in
front of the aper-
ture. Glue the
card closed.

Cut the remaining pieces from the back-
ground paper, taking care not to cut too close 
to the solid leaf, the dotted lines show approx-
imately where to cut, Tear round the solid maple
leaf to give it rough edges then glue it onto the
lower left of the card overlapping the aperture 
as shown. 

Tear the inner edges of the corner piece for
the top left corner and one edge of the long strip,
you don’t need to
make them exact-
ly the right width.
With the card
mount folded glue
the pieces onto
the front around
the aperture, place
them over the
edges as necessary
and trim the
excess off once 
the glue is dry. 

Using the cop-
per pad, stamp
and emboss three
maple leaves onto
cream card, cut
round these leav-
ing a 1mm edge 
of cream showing
all round. Using
pieces of sticky
fixer pads, mount
the leaves onto
the solid maple leaf in the lower left trapping a
few strands of copper angel hair behind and
between them.

Tear a piece of maroon paper into a rough 
triangle glue this onto the lower right of the card.
Glue the button and leaf charm onto this.

Stamp two solid maple leaves in eggplant
onto cream card. Cut round the leaves leaving
about 1cm of cream showing all round. Glue 
one onto the maroon paper triangle and the 
other onto the background paper. 

Using the photo as a guide cut pieces of 
copper strip to fit round three sides of the 
aperture between the embellishments already
applied and glue into place. Cut some copper
braid to fit over the copper strip, extend it so that
it covers the hand made paper and crosses over
itself in the top left corner. Finish it just inside 
the copper strip everywhere else, glue into place.



Shadow Alphabet Part Two
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By Margaret McQuillan
These letters have all been stitched on net

curtain offcuts as the fine net allows the shadow
work letters to show through from the back but
any fine, semi transparent fabric will do just as
well. The letters are designed to fit into a DE13U,
AP13U, AP13M or AP13G card mount.

I have listed the Anchor thread colours I have
chosen to use over the page but any colours can
be used to suit your taste and the colour of the
card mount you have picked.

To work a letter, place a piece of net over the
diagram of your chosen letter, trace both the 
letter and the guide line for the flower garland
directly onto the piece of net, it should be easy
enough to see the diagram through the net but it
may help to tape the net in place whilst you
trace as the fine fabric moves around quite easily.
Stitch the letter first onto the fabric then work
the garland taking the threads across the back of
the letter where necessary.
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SMALL 

STRAIGHT STITCHES

The letters are worked
in closed herringbone
stitch, aim for small
even stitches working
from the right side of
the material.

To work curved letters
use slightly larger
stitches on the outside
of the curve and 
slightly smaller stitches
on the inside of the
curve.

Work small straight
stitches at the ‘ends’ 
of the letters where 
necessary to finish
them off.

Flower Garland:
For the flowers work small straight stitches

from the centre outwards. Place the flowers along
the pencilled guide line, they should be almost
touching each other then the threads along the
back of the work will be very small and you can
cover them with the leaves made from two or
three straight stitches joined at one end. Keep the

threads joining the
leaves behind the
flower shapes.

Wash and press
the letter lightly on
the reverse if neces-
sary. Choose a card
mount to match or
contrast with the
colours you have
chosen to use.

ANCHOR THREAD CHART

            LETTER         FLOWERS        LEAVES

N             882                    884                   845
O             290                    161                   239
P              843                    293                   845
Q             118                    119                   206
R              118                     86                    205
S                1                      160                   203
T              403                      1                     230
U             188                     27                    186
V              188                    302                   186
W             28                      42                    261
X              302                    146                   267
Y              164                    302                   257
Z              161                    164                   265

You could put a little wadding in the aperture
behind the letter before mounting to give the fin-
ished work a padded effect. 

When mounting into a coloured card place a
piece of white card behind the letter or the colour
will show through and degrade the work.
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Merry Christmas
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By Jo Crouch
Stitched on 14 count White Aida using 2

strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for
the backstitch. 

This design fits an AP26C card. Stitch
Count: width 26 x depth 31.

Stitch the design except for the hair,
beard and pom-pom.

Using the wool work the remaining areas
by making small random stitches through
the canvas to fill the areas marked with a D.
As you pull the stitches through leave a loop
at the front of the work on each stitch.

Cut the loops
with scissors as
shown on the
right and, using
a tapestry needle
‘tease’ the wool
until it becomes
fluffy.

This card has been stitched using
DMC thread. Using Anchor or Madeira
threads may give a slightly different,
although equally pleasing, finished
result. 

DMC                                            ANCHOR  MADEIRA

A  -  666      Bright Red                           46              0210
B   -  318      Pale Pink                           271              0501
C  -  310      Black                                  403            Black
D  -  -           White 4ply Wool                   -                     -
     -  666      Bright Red Outlines           46              0210
     -  815      Burgundy Outlines            22              0513



Christmas Holly
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By Linda Cash

Materials Required:
Glass paints: Light Green, Yellow and Vermilion.
Outliner: Black and Gold.
Clear acetate film 8cm x 12cm.
Paint brush and brush cleaner.
Double sided tape.
Masking tape and scissors.
Gold fine tipped pen.
Card mount: AP08U Parch Marque White.

To Make The Card:
Place the acetate on top of the holly diagram

below and hold in place with a small piece of
masking tape at the top and bottom.

Putting the outliner on the acetate is likened
to decorating a cake, but I find this easier! Just
gently squeeze the tube, tracing along the pattern
lines with the nozzle resting on the acetate. If
you are a little nervous of this, practice on a
piece of spare acetate first.

Always pull the outliner towards yourself and
turn the acetate together with the diagram. Start
in the middle and work outwards to prevent
accidentally smudging the undried work. If 
you do make a mistake or slip, simply wipe off
carefully or wait until the outliner has dried
slightly (about ten minutes), peel off and redraw.

Using the gold relief outliner draw the berries
and use black outliner to draw the leaves. Leave
the highlights on the berries and the veins on the
leaves until later. Draw the remaining lines in
gold outliner. Leave to dry for about 30 minutes.

Once you have traced the design (which is 
the hardest part) you are ready to paint. When 

Actual Size
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painting load the brush with paint and spread 
it between the outlines making sure you use 
sufficient paint for it to spread easily. After filling 
in all the areas of the same colour I usually let it
dry slightly to avoid the possibility of adjoining
colours bleeding into each other over the raised
outliner.

When the paint has dried (I usually leave 
it overnight but you can speed this up with a
hairdryer), use gold outliner to draw in the 
highlights on the berries, the veins on the leaves
and the squiggly design around the border.
Use the diagram to the right as a guide. Leave 
to dry again.

With the design face upwards put double
sided sticky tape all round the edge keeping it
outside the area which will show through the
aperture, peel off the backing and stick the
design into the aperture. Stick the card shut
using double sided tape around the edges only,
not behind the design.

Draw a thin gold line around the aperture
using the gold pen, you now have a beautiful
looking Christmas card!

Tips:
Be careful how you handle the acetate as any

finger marks made within the area you intend to
use may stop the glass paint from adhering.

Keep some kitchen towel handy to wipe the
end of the nozzle before starting a new line, this
will give your work a more professional look.

You may need to re-outline over the gold lines
after painting if the paint has flowed or been
brushed slightly over them.

Leave the card for at least two days to com-
pletely dry before placing into an envelope.

Choose the colour of the card mount to 
complement the design, it will look equally 
good in red, green or white.

Have fun whilst making the card, think of the
recipient and the card will be even more special.
Left: You could mount the design onto a single
fold card just as easily. I have cut a piece of white
card with deckled scissors and glued it onto an
SF03U card. Cut neatly round the design close to
the outer border before sticking onto the card.

Actual Size



Designer Profile
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Trisha Craig
For as long as

I can remember 
I have been
involved in one
craft or another.
Both my parents
are keen crafters
and my home
was always filled
with the fruits of
their busy fingers.

Although I trained
as a veterinary surgeon,
most of my time is now
devoted to my own
three human pets,
Timothy (9), Danielle
(6) and Rebecca (4). I
started making my own
cards a few years ago in
the evenings when the
children were in bed. 
I have always thought
that hand-made cards
are more meaningful

and per-
sonal than mass produced ones.

At first I made cross stitched
cards but found these so time
consuming that I looked for a
quicker method - and found
rubber stamping. Now I am
completely hooked and even
have my own designs made into
rubber stamps by a company
called ‘Superstamp’. I find this 
a very satisfying way of making
my own cards.

Rubber stamps are
very versatile and I enjoy
experimenting with
embossing powders,
using different colouring
methods and combining
them with hand-made 
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papers and pressed flowers. I get most of my inspiration
from nature and children, and try to jot down ideas in a
notebook when I get them. I find the Craft Creations’ ever
increasing range of products is very inspiring too - not to
mention the magazine of course!

With three young children and a recently acquired
Victorian house, which we are restoring and re-converting
from 3 flats, finding time to make enough cards to satisfy
demand is difficult. Most of my cards are snapped up by
my family and friends and I am delighted that they are
now on sale in the gift shop of Highclere castle, a local
stately home.

When I have more time I hope to step up production
and start selling at craft fairs. I still do a lot of needlecraft
and there are lots more crafts that I am looking forward to trying:

silk painting, glass painting,
encaustic art, watercolours,
quilling, making my own
paper - the list is endless. As
I am sure many other read-
ers find, there are just not
enough hours in the day!



Shaky New Year
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By Caroline Greenacre

Materials Required:
Transparent PVC 9cm x 13cm: PEN01.
Sequin confetti: SEQ23 and SEQ73.
Violet glass paint and Black outliner.
PCD1U Black.
White card 9.5cm x 14cm.
Craft knife and ruler.
Masking tape and approx 20 sticky fixers.
Peel off stickers: PE561 Happy New Year 
and Stars.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF01U Vanguard Violet.

To Make The Card:
Place the transparent PVC centrally over the

diagram below and stick in place with a little
masking tape, if you do not want to put tape
onto the magazine, make a photocopy of the
page. Using black outliner draw the 2000 and
leave to dry. Paint in the numbers with violet 
and leave to dry again.

Mark out and cut a 6cm x 11cm rectangle
from the centre of the black PCD using a craft
knife and ruler. Place the frame face down with
the 2000 design face down on top of it, line it 
up so the design is central over the frame.

Place a line of sticky fixers half over the edge
of the PVC and half over the frame, all around
the 2000, making sure not to leave any gaps as
they will keep the sequins inside the frame.

Keeping the design
face down tip a small
heap of sequins onto
the centre.

Peel off the backing
from all of the sticky
fixers then carefully
position the white card
onto the pads pressing into place. Glue the back
of the white card and stick centrally onto the
card mount. Cut between the words of the peel
off sticker as
they are used
in a single
line and place
on the card.
Add the stars
and a few
balloons to
finish.

STICKY FIXERS

Actual Size



Festive Spiders
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By Valerie Harrison

Materials Required:
Thin White card 12cm x 15cm.
Black fine tipped drawing pen.
Tulip slick fabric paint: Black and Green Sparkle.
Icicle Tulip crystal paint and White gel pen.
Scraps of thin card: Black and Red.
Scrap of White fleece or fur fabric.
2 Pairs of 7mm stick-on joggle eyes.
Green self adhesive star.
Plastic holly and a small White pom-pom.
Tracing paper and pencil.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Card mount: AP49G Deep Red/Silver Sparkle.

To Make The Card:
Trace the web onto the tracing paper. Turn

the tracing so it is pencil side downwards and
place centrally over the white card.

Re-trace the lines to transfer the design to
the card. Go over the lines again with the black
pen then highlight the lines of the web with 
icicle paint, apply with a cocktail stick to keep
the lines fine. Mount into the card and glue 
the card closed.

Trace the spiders and hat onto the tracing
paper. Transfer the spiders onto black card and
the hat onto red in the same way as before. Cut
out the shapes, stick the spiders onto the web
and draw in the legs using black slick paint,
allow to dry.

Trim the hat with the fur fabric and glue
onto the lower spider. Draw the mouths onto
both spiders using white pen and stick on the
joggle eyes. Add the pom-pom to the hat. Dot
some green sparkle paint over the background
and over the card front. Glue the holly onto 
the web and stick the star onto the mount.

Actual Size
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By Hilary Broad, Wendy Hobbs
& Kathleen Stroud

If mounted into an aperture card the first
layer of each design is a full print, this layer
will need to be mounted into the card before
starting.

The first layer of designs mounted onto single
fold cards is the complete picture without any
background. Trim away the background by
cutting round the outermost edge of the design
then glue onto the card front. All the designs
with gold lines around the edge are suitable for
single fold or aperture mounting.

1. This design is shown in
an AP08G card. White gaps
on the diagrams show a cut
and red lines show glue.
Cut out the parts shown
and sticky fix into place.

2. Cut out the parts as
shown, cut between the 
fire and shepherd. Cut 
the headdress on back
shepherd and bend the 
side down at cut. Sticky fix
shepherds and angel into
place. Cut flames from the
stones as marked, sticky 
fix and glue as shown.

3. Cut out the parts as
shown. Cut the headdress
as shown and bend side
down at the cut. Sticky fix
arm and head into place.
Cut the dress on the folds
and at arms and waist.
Place sticky pad on the 
centre bottom of skirt only,
glue at waist and bend.
Sticky fix top of dress.

3. Cut out parts as shown. Sticky fix hat
into place. Cut between cloak and arm, 
cut the bottom of cloak as shown. Sticky
fix into place and glue as shown. Cut
between top of hand and gift, bend the
hand up away from the gift and sticky 
fix into place.

1. This design is shown in an AP02G card.
White gaps on the diagrams show a cut
and red lines show glue. Cut out parts as
shown. Cut between leg and red gown,
beard and jacket and the arm as shown.
Sticky fix into place and glue where
shown. Sticky fix star into place.

2. Cut out parts as shown. Cut between
green jacket and gift, sticky fix and glue
jacket. Cut between hat and sleeve and
cloak on centre person as shown. Sticky 
fix and glue into place. Sticky fix third 
king into place.
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3. Cut out flower parts as
shown. Cut yellow flower as
shown, sticky fix back section
and glue, bend front section
up at both ends and glue
where shown. Cut back rose
where shown, sticky fix and
glue the two back sections,
do not use pads on the front
sections - simply glue at
points shown. Cut the front
rose as shown and glue. Once
glue is dry lift petals gently.

2. Cut out parts as shown.
Cut between bud and yellow
rose as shown, sticky fix 
yellow rose. Cut between
other two roses as shown 
and sticky fix back rose into
place. Sticky fix pink rose
into place and bend the bud
and back petals up slightly 
to add depth.

1. This design is shown on an
SF07U card. White gaps on
the diagrams show a cut and
blue lines show glue. Cut out
around the leaves as shown.
Cut on the lines between the
leaves. Sticky fix into place.
Gently lift the tips of the cut
leaves to give separation.

3. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between leaf and wing.
Sticky fix wing into place,
then the leaf glueing at the
base. Sticky fix and glue the
other leaves.

2. Cut out the parts shown.
Cut the leaf by partridge
and pear as shown. Cut
between the top two leaves,
sticky fix and glue top leaf,
bottom leaf and belly as
shown. Sticky fix and glue
the single leaf by the belly
then sticky fix the rest into
place and glue top of pear.

1. This design is shown on
an SF03U card. White gaps
on the diagrams show a cut
and red lines show glue.
Cut out parts as shown. Cut
where shown to separate
the top four leaves from the
rest, cut between each of
the four leaves as shown,
sticky fix and glue. Cut the
leaves around the top pears,
sticky fix and glue as shown.

3. Cut out parts shown and
sticky fix into place.

2. Cut out parts as shown.
Cut between back leaf and
berries as shown, bend the
berries up slightly then
sticky fix into place. Cut
between front leaf and
berries, sticky fix and glue
as shown. Cut between leaf
and candle, sticky fix and
glue. Sticky fix candle and
leaves into place.

1. This design is shown in
an AP02G card. White gaps
on the diagrams show a cut
and red lines show glue.
Cut out parts as shown.
Sticky fix single bottom leaf
and glue stem. Cut between
back leaf at top and the leaf
behind candle flame. Sticky
fix and glue where shown.
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3. Cut out all flower parts
shown. Cut between the two
part flowers as shown. Sticky
fix all parts into place and
glue where shown.

2. Cut out all parts shown.
Sticky fix and glue bow.
Follow the diagram for 
cutting and sticking each
flower part.

1. This design is shown in an
AP53U card. White gaps on
the diagrams show a cut and
red lines show glue. Cut out
parts as shown. Sticky fix
into place and glue back of
purple flower where shown.

3. Cut out parts as shown.
Sticky fix headdress into
place. Sticky fix crib rim
into place and glue ends.
Cut lamb at legs where
shown, sticky fix and glue
into place.

2. Cut out parts shown,
sticky fix star and animal
heads into place. Cut
between Mary and crib
then cut Mary’s clothes 
as shown. Sticky fix dress
into place and glue where
shown, then headdress. 
Cut Joseph from crib, sticky
fix and glue where shown.
Cut between baby and crib,
sticky fix and glue as shown.

1. This design is shown in
an AP08G card. White gaps
on the diagrams show a cut
and red lines show glue.
Cut out parts shown. Sticky
fix top part into place and
glue where shown. Cut
between shoulder and
headdress where shown.
Sticky fix into place and
glue where shown.

glue where shown, sticky
fix third flower.
3. Cut out parts shown.
Place pads under the petals
only and glue at flower 
centres.

2. Cut out parts as shown.
Cut between back flowers
where shown and between
petals on back flower. Place
pads on the edge of each
petal so petals will be up
where they overlap and
down where they go under.
Cut petal where shown on
centre flower, sticky fix and 

1. This design is shown on
an SF01U card. White gaps
on the diagrams show a cut
and blue lines show glue.
Cut out parts as shown. Cut
between two leaves at back
where shown. Sticky fix
into place and glue where
shown.
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daffodils, sticky fix into place
glueing stem on front one.

3. Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix the centres of the
daffodils. Sticky fix the Iris
petals glueing where shown.

2. Cut out parts as shown.
Sticky fix bow into place. Cut
Irises away from the bunch 
as shown, sticky fix and glue
where shown. Cut the tulips
away, sticky fix and glue. 
Cut between the petals of all 

1. This design is shown in an
AP53U card. White gaps on
the diagrams show a cut and
blue lines show glue. Cut out
parts as shown and sticky fix
into place.

2. Cut out parts as shown.
Sticky fix top petals into
place. Cut orange flower
away from centre flower, cut
between petals where shown
and glue into place at centre
only. Cut both rosebuds
where shown, sticky fix and
glue into place. Sticky fix and
glue centre flower into place. 

Sticky fix both lower flowers
into place and glue leaves
and stem where shown.
Sticky fix bow into place.
3. Cut out all parts shown.
Sticky fix top petal into place.
Cut the centre of yellow
flower as shown, sticky fix at
centre then gently bend each
petal to overlap or go under
as they are painted.

1. This design is shown in an
AP53U card. White gaps on
the diagrams show a cut and
blue lines show glue. Cut out
parts as shown. Sticky fix 
single flowers into place and
glue as marked.

3. Cut out parts of flowers as
shown. Cut between white
petals as shown, sticky fix
into place and bend petals to
look natural. Cut the pink
flower as shown and fix into
place as you go starting at 
the top and glueing where
shown.

2. Cut out parts as shown.
Sticky fix little flower into
place. Cut between the petals
on the white flower, sticky 
fix into place and glue petals
where shown.

1. This design is shown in an
AP53U card. White gaps on
the diagrams show a cut and
red lines show glue. Cut out
parts shown. Sticky fix all 
the single flowers into place.
Cut around leaf in centre as
marked, sticky fix into place
and glue as marked.

3. Cut out all parts shown.
Sticky fix and glue ribbon
loop. Cut between each petal
on the flower and sticky fix 
at the centre only. On all the
flowers lift the petals, some
higher than others to look
natural.

2. Cut out all parts shown.
Cut between the petals on 
all except the centre flower
and sticky fix all flowers 
into place at the centre only.
Sticky fix leaf and glue where
shown. Sticky fix all other
bits into place.

1. This design is shown in an
AP53U card. White gaps on
the diagrams show a cut and
red lines show glue. Cut out
parts as shown. Sticky fix the
single flower, leaf and main
group into place.
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Above: R. Wolfe, Essex. 3D découpage using
wrapping paper and silicone.
Below: M. Morgans, Mid Glamorgan. 3D
découpage using silicone adhesive.

Above: Debbie Brothwood, Shropshire. The
background is torn paper, stained with tea to

give it an old look, onto which I have
drawn Egyptian type symbols. The
other shapes are cut from paper and
stuck into place.

Right: N. Barr, Dorset. Glass painted
design.

Below: Christine Stokes, Lancashire.
Silk painting using gutta outliner 
and sea salt. The bright colours have
mixed together to
form a really pretty
pattern.

Below: S. Browne,
Kent. 3D découpage
trimmed with beads
and bow.

Below: C. Stalker, Sussex.
Sponged background, over
stamped, with the barrow and
figure raised on sticky fixers.

Above: Beryl Chivers, Hampshire. Pressed
flower bouquet.
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Left: M. A Diamond,
Hampshire. Pressed autumn
leaves mounted onto silk
and thermasealed.
Below: Ginny Adams,
Bristol. Floral Spray made
from quilling paper.

Above: Lorraine Acheson, London. Paint on velvet fabric.
Left: Ivy Armitage, Essex. Chinese brush painting.
Far Left: Anita Light, Leicester. The owl is cut from foam
and a small magnet stuck on the back so it can be used 
as a fridge magnet afterwards.
Below: Margaret Rowlands, Wirral. Hand marbled 
background with the foreground pictures cut from 
wrapping paper.

Above: 
Cynthia Brown, Somerset.
Rubber Stamped rose.
Left: Joy Williams,
Oxfordshire. The whale is
cut from wrapping paper
with an added ‘sea’ top-
ping and seashells.
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